The best homework r!
eve
This is your homework for the summer.
How many can you do?

1

Can you create
your own
obstacle course?
Time yourself. How
long does it take
you to complete it?

would
2 Where
you like to go?

up a
3 Set
secret hideout.

a nice spot
a video
4 Find
5 Create
to lie down
either on your

Learn about a
country you’d
really like to visit
one day.

What will your
spy name be?

and look at the sky.
What shapes can
you see in
the clouds?

off ! Can
6 Bake
you bake some

you write
7 Can
your own play

a
8 Research
subject you’ve

up late on
the
9 Stay
10 Search
a warm summer
night sky.

buns or biscuits?
What will you call
your creations?

script and act it out
with friends?

always wanted to
know more about.
Can you discover
an interesting fact?

evening. Watch the
sun go down.

What can you see?
Bats, stars, UFOs?
Can you write
a list?

11

Design your
own pizza.
You could draw a
picture of it or write
the recipe. What
will you call it?

you
12 Can
design a

quietly
13 Sit
outside and

you draw
14 Can
a map of your

15 Junk
modelling!

homemade board
game and
play it with
friends or
family?

listen. What can
you hear?

local area and add
some interesting
landmarks?

Can you collect
some boxes and
make a model?

time.
16 Story
Can you read

a
17 Find
beautiful

a
18 Thank
community

rocks or
19 Paint
stones with

a picnic
20 Pack
and head

a story to someone
younger than you?
You could even
write your own!

landscape and
sketch it.

hero. Can you write
a thank you letter
to someone that
helps people?

kind messages
then leave them for
people to find.

off somewhere
beautiful to enjoy it.

21

is the
you
22 Where
23 Can
most unusual
make a kite?

Nature
detective.
How many different
types of birds can
you spot? Can
you find out their
names?

place you can find
to sit and read a
book?

Plastic bags and
sticks work well.
Does it fly?

own or with friends.
You could sing a
song, do a dance
or read a poem
or story.

a time
ake a
24 Create
25 Mdaisy
capsule and
chain
bury it for people to
find in the future.

and give it to
someone you
care about.

Use an old
a
26 sock
27 Have
to make
paper

Get wet!
28 Have
a fun

a visit
29 toPayyour

Can you
30 create
some

a puppet. Can
you do a puppet
show for your
family?

water fight with
someone.

local library and
choose a book to
read.

‘wild art’? Collect
some leaves and
twigs to see what
you can make.

aeroplane
contest. Whose
can fly the
furthest?

Pobble.com - making writing exciting!

